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         THE SENT “ONES”                             
IN/OF THE QURAN TESTAMENT 

Here, we shall together witness all those “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in this most special 
Chapter “11” --(after we have already thus clearly witnessed all those “sent Ones” by our 
supreme Lord in this most special Chapter “7” before this)-- in/of the Quran Testament, as they 
are thus specifically mentioned by our supreme Lord now herein, in the first place (=11/1-123), 
and then throughout the Quran Testament they are thus mentioned in a Most Wise and precise 
manner again by Him, thus also eventually to perfectly give us this “19” coded,                                  
most magnificent “Symmetrical Planning” herein again, in this respect now (=74/26-31)!    

So let us clearly see and witness here, first of all, each of these “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord 
within this most special Chapter “11” in/of the Quran Testament (=11/1-123), as all of them are 
thus most Wisely and precisely mentioned again also throughout the Quran Testament             
thereafter by our supreme Lord --within each of these “Chapter/Verse” no’s-- here thus: 

 

Moses (=Musaa)            

mentioned 136 times in total 

2/51   6/84  7/154  17/101 20/91  28/15             37/120  

2/53    6/91  7/155  18/60  21/48  28/18             40/23  

2/54    6/154  7/159  18/66  22/44  28/19             40/26  

2/55    7/103  7/160  19/51  23/45  28/20             40/27  

2/60    7/104  10/75  20/9  23/49  28/29             40/37  

2/61    7/115  10/77  20/11  25/35  28/30             40/53  

2/67    7/117  10/80  20/17  26/10  28/31             41/45  

2/87    7/122  10/81  20/19  26/43  28/36             42/13  

2/92    7/127  10/83  20/36  26/45  28/37             43/46  

2/108   7/128  10/84  20/40  26/48  28/38             46/12  

2/136   7/131  10/87  20/49  26/52  28/43             46/30  

2/246   7/134  10/88  20/57  26/61  28/44             51/38  

2/248   7/138  11/17  20/61  26/63  28/48             53/36  

3/84  7/142  11/96  20/65  26/65  28/48             61/5  

4/153   7/142  11/110 20/67  27/7  28/76             79/15  

4/153   7/143  14/5  20/70  27/9  29/39             87/19  

4/164   7/143  14/6  20/77  27/10  32/23     
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5/20    7/144  14/8  20/83  28/3  33/7    

5/22    7/148  17/2  20/86  28/7  33/69    

5/24    7/150  17/101 20/88  28/10  37/114 

 

Isaac (=Is-haaq)                              

mentioned 17 times in total 

2/133    6/84  14/39  37/113       

2/136   11/71  19/49  38/45        

2/140   11/71  21/72           

3/84     12/6  29/27          

4/163   12/38  37/112  

Hod (=Huud/Huudan)            

mentioned 7 times in total 

7/65  11/53  11/60  26/124       

11/50  11/58  11/89              

 

Saaleh (=Salih/Salihan)            

mentioned 9 times in total  

7/72    11/62  27/45          

7/75    11/66            

7/77    11/89            

11/61  26/142 

Abraham (=Ibraheem)                              

mentioned 69 times in total 

2/124   2/258  4/125  11/76  21/62  38/45    

2/125   2/258  4/163  12/6  21/69  42/13    

2/125   2/260  6/74  12/38  22/26  43/26    

2/126    3/33  6/75  14/35  22/43  51/24    

2/127   3/65  6/83  15/51  22/78  53/37    

2/130   3/67  6/161  16/120 26/69  57/26     
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2/132    3/68  9/70  16/123 29/16  60/4    

2/133   3/84  9/114  19/41  29/31  60/4    

2/135    3/95  9/114  19/46  33/7  87/19    

2/136    3/97  11/69  19/58  37/83      

2/140    4/54  11/74  21/51  37/104     

2/258  4/125  11/75  21/60  37/109 

Lot (=Luut/Luutan)                               

mentioned 27 times in total 

6/86    11/77  15/61  26/160 27/56  29/33  54/33  

7/80    11/81  21/71  26/161 29/26  37/133 54/34  

11/70   11/89  21/74  26/167 29/28  38/13  66/10  

11/74  15/59  22/43  27/54  29/32  50/13  

Noah (=Nuuh/Nuuhan)             

mentioned 43 times in total   

3/33    10/71  11/46  19/58  26/106 38/12  53/52  

4/163   11/25  11/48  21/76  26/116 40/5  54/9  

6/84    11/32  11/89  22/42  29/14  40/31  57/26  

7/59    11/36  14/9  23/23  33/7  42/13  66/10  

7/69    11/42  17/3  25/37  37/75  50/12  71/1  

9/70  11/45  17/17  26/105 37/79  51/46  71/21    

            76/26 

Jacob (=Yaqoob)             

mentioned 16 times in total 

2/132   2/140  6/84  12/38  19/49  38/45    

2/133   3/84  11/71  12/68  21/72      

2/136  4/163  12/6  19/6  29/27 

Shoaib (=Shuayb/Shuayban)                              

mentioned 11 times in total 

7/85    7/90  7/92  11/87  11/94  29/36    

7/88  7/92  11/84  11/91  26/177 
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the Human (=al-Insan)           

mentioned 64 times in total 

4/28    17/67  29/8  42/48  75/3  80/24  96/6  

10/12   17/83  31/14  43/15  75/5  82/6  99/3  

11/9     17/100 32/7  46/15  75/10  84/6  100/6  

12/5    18/54  33/72  50/16  75/13  86/5  103/2  

14/34   19/66  36/77  53/24  75/14  89/15    

15/26   19/67  39/8  53/39  75/36  89/23    

16/4    21/37  39/49  55/3  76/1  90/4    

17/11   22/66  41/49  55/14  76/2  95/4    

17/11   23/12  41/51  59/16  79/35  96/2    

17/53  25/29  42/48  70/19  80/17  96/5  

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Pharaoh (=Phirovn)             

mentioned 74 times in total 

2/49     7/141  11/97  26/11  28/8  40/37  66/11  

2/50    8/52  11/97  26/16  28/9  40/37  66/11  

3/11    8/54  14/6  26/23  28/32  40/45  69/9  

7/103   8/54  17/101 26/41  28/38  40/46  73/15  

7/104    10/75  17/102 26/44  29/39  43/46  73/16  

7/109    10/79  20/24  26/53  38/12  43/51  79/17  

7/113     10/83  20/43  27/12  40/24  44/17  85/18  

7/123    10/83  20/60  28/3  40/26  44/31  89/10  

7/127    10/88  20/78  28/4  40/28  50/13    

7/130    10/90  20/79  28/6  40/29  51/38    

7/137  11/97  23/46  28/8  40/36  54/41    

the Sent Ones (=al-Rusul)            

mentioned 20 times in total 

2/87    4/165  5/109  14/44  25/37  41/43  50/14  

2/253   5/19  11/120 16/35  38/14  46/9  77/11  

3/144  5/75  12/110 23/51  41/14  46/35 
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Then let us see now all of those “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord within this most special 
Chapter “11” here, as each of them are thus specifically mentioned by our supreme Lord therein 
(=11/1-123) --from the beginning to the end-- within its perfect order therein, here thus:  

=======             
9- And if We give “the Human” a taste of mercy from Us, … (11/9)       

***     

17- … and before that is the Scripture of “Moses” … (11/17)                       
96- And definitely, We sent “Moses” with Our Signs … (11/96)      
110- And definitely, We gave “Moses” the Scripture … (11/110)      
=======        

So we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses here,                
first of all, thus: 

the Human (1)     Moses (3)   
 (=al-Insan)      (=Musaa) 

*Please, note that because that “the Human” has thus firstly been mentioned in Verse No: 9 above, and “Moses”              

in Verse No: 17, we have thus righfully placed “the Human” first, and then prophet “Moses” thereafter above.  

And this will be the basic principle in all those subsequent Verses after this, based on these most straightforward, 

flawless and perfect Principles of our supreme Lord here again (28/68 & 4/82, 18/1-2), in the first place.    

=======             
25- And definitely, We sent “Noah” to his nation … (11/25)      
32- They said: O “Noah,” you have argued with us, … (11/32)      
36- And it was inspired to “Noah:” … (11/36)        
42- … And “Noah” called to his son, … (11/42)        
45- And “Noah” called upon his Lord, … (11/45)        
46- (Al-lah) said: O “Noah,” … (11/46)              
48- It was said: O “Noah,” … (11/48)         
89- … the like of what afflicted the nation of “Noah” … (11/89)    

***         

50- And to Aad (We sent) their brother “Hod;” … (11/50)       
53- They said: O “Hod,” you have not come to us with any proof, … (11/53)    
58- … We saved “Hod” and those who believed with him … (11/58)      
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60- … the nation of “Hod!” (11/60)          
89- … or the nation of “Hod,” … (11/89)             
======= 

So now, we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses here, 
secondly, thus: 

Noah (8)     Hod (5)    
 (=Nuuh/Nuuhan)     (=Huud/Huudan) 

=======               
61- And to Thamoud (We sent) their brother “Saaleh;” … (11/61)       
62- They said: O “Saaleh,” … (11/62)          
66- … We saved “Saaleh” and those who believed with him … (11/66)     
89- … or the nation of “Saaleh,” … (11/89)    

***                            

69- And Our messengers came to “Abraham” … (11/69)       
74- So when the fear left “Abraham,” … (11/74)        
75- Certainly, “Abraham” was clement, … (11/75)        
76- O “Abraham,” refrain from this; … (11/76)        
=======   

So now, we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses here, 
thirdly, thus: 

Saaleh (4)     Abraham (4)    
 (=Salih/Salihan)     (=Ibraheem) 

=======             
70- … we have been sent to the nation of “Lot !” (11/70)         
74- … he began to plead with Us for the nation of “Lot !” (11/74)      
77- And when Our messengers came to “Lot ,” … (11/77)       
81- They said: O “Lot ,” … (11/81)          
89- And the nation of “Lot ” is not … (11/89)      

***                 
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71- … and We gave her good news of “Isaac” … (11/71)       
71- … and after “Isaac,” Jacob! (11/71)         
======= 

So now, we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses here, 
fourthly, thus: 

Lot (5)      Isaac (2)   
 (=Luut/Luutan)    (=Is-haaq) 

=======             
71- … and after Isaac, “Jacob!” (11/71)        

***    

84- And to Midyan (We sent) their brother “Shoaib;” … (11/84)      
87- They said: O “Shoaib,” … (11/87)         
91- They said: O “Shoaib,” … (11/91)         
94- … We saved “Shoaib” and those who believed with him … (11/94)      
=======   

So now, we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses here, 
finally, thus:   

  Jacob (1)     Shoaib (4)    
       (=Yaqoob)      (=Shuayb) 

 

=======             
97- To “Pharaoh” and his chiefs; … (11/97)         
97- But they followed the command of “Pharaoh;” … (11/97)      
97- … and “Pharaoh's” command was not wise. (11/97)          

*** 

120- … from the news of “the Sent Ones,” … (11/120)      
=======    
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So last of all, we will thus place this “ousted One,” and afterwards the “sent Ones” by our 
supreme Lord in the above Verses here, based on these most fundamental and basic Verses 
(=74/28-30) in this regard again, --on the left side & on the right side-- underneath our Table, 
here thus: 

 

    -----------------------------------  -------------------------------------- 

Pharaoh (3)              the Sent Ones (1)              
(=Phirovn)                   (=al-Rusul) 
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So now, let us remember here those most critical and basic Verses in the Quran Testament, 
wherein our supreme Lord profoundly describes and thus unmistakably informs us about this                        
most superb “19” coded, “Symmetrical Planning,” now also in this regard, thus: 

====================                                                                                                                                                             
23- Al-lah has sent down the nicest Utterance as a Written Record, consisting of similar                                   
--all of those “sent Ones” herein now-- in pairs/twoers (=mutashaabehan mathaanea)! 

** We shall see on the next pages in this regard all of those “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord within this                          
most special Chapter “11,” as each of them are thus most Wisely and precisely mentioned again by Almighty                            
an exact number of times in the whole Quran Testament, whereby He shall eventually thus grant us these similar  
(=mutashaabehan) perfect “5” pairs/twoers (=mathaanea) therein, again thus:       

the Human (1)      &  Moses (3)                               
(=al-Insan)    (=Musaa) 

Isaac (2)       &  Hod (5)         
(=Is-haaq)     (=Huud/Huudan)         

.........         &  .........   

.........       &  .........        

.........       &  .........        

 

The skins of those who reverence their Lord cringe therefrom, then their skins and their hearts do 
soften to -this- Commemoration (=Dhekr) of Al-lah!                                                                                      
This is also the Guidance (=Hudaa) of Al-lah, He guides with it whomever He wills;                     
but whomever Al-lah makes stray (because of their own betrayal here; 2/26-27), there will be  
no Guide for them -thereafter!  

(Quran Testament 39/23)                                                                                                      
==================== 
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====================                                                                                                                                          
26- So (now) I will get him into Uprooter!                                          
27- And what made you know what an Uprooter!                                                                                               

       ------------------------------------             ---------------------------------------                                                                                                                             
It does not let-last,        and It does not let-stay, 

            (thereafter, it presents)                                                                                                              
-------------------------------                                                                                    
              Tables                                                                                                                                
-------------------------------                                                                                                           

                             for all humanity.                                                                                                                            

30-                    Upon it (there shall be) “19!”  

 

** We shall see on the next pages in this regard those “excessive” and “extra” --(because one of them is an evil 
“Tyrant,” and the other one are “the Sent Ones” therein)-- this “ousted One,” and the “sent Ones” therein:                                                                                                                      

    -------------------------------------------           &               -------------------------------------------                                                                     

          Pharaoh                    the Sent Ones                                                          
(=Phirovn)                     (=al-Rusul)                     

which will therefore thus absolutely and lawfully be excluded & eliminated therein, on both sides, by this heavenly 
Uprooter (=Saqara) system; and then it shall thus definitely present to us all of those “5” pairs of individually                   
“sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in this most special Chapter “11” of the Quran Testament, as we have seen 
previously, within perfect Tables (=Levvaahatun), as all of them are precisely coded by number “19” therein,                  
on both sides again, just as it has thus most Wisely been pointed out by our supreme Lord in the above Verses, 
thereafter!  

31- And We did not make the guardians of the Fire except Angels; and We did not make their 
number (=19) except as a Test for the disbelievers; thus 

= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs) herein may attain certainty,            
and the Believers may augment belief, 

= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs), and the Believers             
hereby shall not doubt, 
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= but those in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say:                        
What is it that Al-lah -really- intended by this allegory (=the allegory that has thus already                  
been cited in the above 26-30th Verses)? Al-lah thus makes stray (=yudellu) with it whomever 
He wills (because of their own betrayal again; 2/26), and guides (=yahdee) with it whomever            
He wills (because of their own loyalty and sincerity; 13/27).                                                                 
And none knows the armies of your Lord except He; and “It” (=that “Uprooter” thus cited in the 
above 26-30th Verses again) is but a Commemorative (=Dhekraa) for the humanity!                    
(Quran Testament 74/26-31) 

** We must have thus already clearly perceived the very close relation between these Verses (74/26-31)                    
and that Verse (39/23) we have previously seen, through the very critical keywords herein such as Commemorative 
(=Dhekraa), Commemoration (=Dhekr), and then guides (=yahdee), and makes stray (=yudellu) thus used and 
emphasized in both of these specific Verses, whereby Almighty thus basically and exactly signals to us herein                 
this same most miraculous “19” coded, “Symmetrical Planning” again, in the Quran Testament! (so please, 
certainly also see again here Quran Testament 39/23 = 74/26-31 in this regard.)                                                                                                          

====================       

 

So after we have thus clearly remembered and seen again these most critical and basic                      
Verses in the Quran Testament, in this respect (39/23 = 74/26-31), we can thereafter together 
immediately witness here this “19” coded, most astounding “BreathTaking Miracle ,” 
manifestly, now thus: 
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  total number   total number       

of occurrences          of occurrences            

the Human (1)            64       136   Moses (3)    
(=al-Insan)          (=Musaa)   

Isaac (2)            17         7    Hod (5)    
(=Is-haaq)            (=Huud/Huudan) 

Saaleh (4)             9        69    Abraham (4)   
(=Salih/Salihan)         (=Ibraheem) 

Lot (5)             27        43       Noah (8)  

(=Luut/Luutan)                  (=Nuuh/Nuuhan) 

Jacob (1)            16        11    Shoaib (4)   
(=Yaqoob)          (=Shuayb/Shuayban) 

    _____________        _____________                             

   133      266               

    19x…         19x…                                                      

=========================================================== 
                       
Pharaoh (3)               74         20   the Sent Ones (1)  
(=Phirovn)          (=al-Rusul) 
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** First of all, we should certainly notice here that on our above Table, we have thus rightfully changed 
the places of  

“Noah,”            

which was thus on the left side, in the second row, from the top, and   

“ Isaac,”  

which was thus on the right side, in the second row again, from the bottom) thus in a perfectly 
Symmetrical and absolutely complementary manner here again, based on this most Wise and perfect 
Instruction of our supreme Lord here (=16/101-102), in the first place. So please, in this regard now 
certainly remember that we have thus rightfully changed --in exact “opposite” way-- within a perfectly 
parallel manner the places of  

“Lot ,”     

which was thus on the right side, in the second row, from the top, and   

“Aaron,”  

which was thus on the left side, in the second row again, from the bottom) thus in a perfectly Symmetrical 
and absolutely complementary manner therein again, within “A Breathtaking Miracle 1” document, 
before this, thus in the first place! 

** Secondly, we should also certainly notice here that we have thus rightfully taken into account all those 
“sent Ones” of our supreme Lord herein, in their perfect order, within this most special Chapter “11,”  
based on their “first” occurrences in those related Verses, from the beginning to the end here. And we 
have thus rightfully taken into account --in exact “opposite” way-- within a perfectly parallel manner 
again, all those “sent Ones” of our supreme Lord therein, in their perfect order, within that most special 
Chapter “7,” based on their “last” occurrences in those related Verses, from the beginning to the end 
therein. (So please, see now “A Breathtaking Miracle 1” document, p. 6 and “A Breathtaking Miracle 2” 
document, p. 5 here, in this respect, in the first place.)             

** Thirdly, we should also certainly notice here that we have thus rightfully placed on our Table above                  
--(thus within this “A Breathtaking Miracle 2” document)--   

“ the Human” (within that upper region)                                                 

          ----------------------------------------------------------  

“ the Sent Ones” (within that lower region);   
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And we have thus rightfully placed --in exact “opposite” way-- within a perfectly parallel manner again 
on our Table above --(thus within that “A Breathtaking Miracle 1” document, before this)--   

“ the Sent One” (within that upper region)                                                 

          ----------------------------------------------------------  

    “the Satan” (within that lower region);   

in the first place! And therein “the Sent One” thus individually referred to “Mateen” (7/157 = 183),                           
and “the Satan” thus individually referred to “Iblees” (7/20 = 11);      
and here “the Sent Ones” thus collectively refer to all those “Messengers” (=11/120),     
and “the Human” collectively refer (bad, or good) to all those “Human Beings” (=11/9-11) here!           

** Fourthly, we should also certainly notice here that on our above Table here --(within this                              
“A Breathtaking Miracle 2” document)-- there is thus a perfect order specifically based on the “number of 
occurrences” of each of those “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord herein; and --in exact “opposite” way-- 
within a perfectly parallel manner again on our Table above --(within that “A Breathtaking Miracle 1” 
document, before this)-- there is thus a perfect order specifically based on the “grammatical forms” of 
each of the names of those “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord therein, in the first place!    

** Fifthly, we should also certainly notice here that on our above Table herein --(within this                              
“A Breathtaking Miracle 2” document)-- the total number of occurrences of all those “sent Ones”                        

by our supreme Lord throughout the Quran Testament are thus “133” on the left side, and “266” on the 
right side; because on the left side is also specifically thus “the Human” which refers (bad, or good)                       
to all those “Human Beings” (=11/9-11), but the right side includes exclusively and only thus all those                  
(good) “Messengers” therein!                           
And on our above Table therein --(within that “A Breathtaking Miracle 1” document, before this)--                      
the total number of occurrences of all those “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord throughout the Quran 

Testament are thus equally and exactly “190” on the left side, and “190” on the right side; because                     
the left side & the right side include exclusively and only thus all those (good) “Messengers”  therein,               
in the first place!                 
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** Last of all, we should also certainly notice here that our supreme Lord by thus specifically introducing               
all of His “sent Ones” within this exactly same kind of introduction herein: 

=======             

59- Definitely, We “sent” (=arsalnaa) Noah to his nation, … (7/59)       

65- And to Aad --We “sent” (=arsalnaa)-- their brother Hod, … (7/65)        

73- And to Thamoud --We “sent” (=arsalnaa)-- their brother Saaleh, … (7/73)     
.………. 

25- And definitely, We “sent” (=arsalnaa) Noah to his nation, … (11/25)       

50- And to Aad --We “sent” (=arsalnaa)-- their brother Hod, … (11/50)         

61- And to Thamoud --We “sent” (=arsalnaa)-- their brother Saaleh, … (11/61)       
……….                

======= 

thus several times within each of these most special Chapter/Sura “7,” and then Chapter/Sura “11,”                
has thus also most clearly and unmistakably pointed out beforehand to us that there was thus certainly 
hidden such a perfectly parallel “Secret” thus to be discovered on/about all of these “sent Ones”                    
within these two most special Chapters/Suras “7” & “ 11,” in the first place!     
So our supreme Lord by thus most Graciously and benevolently letting us to discover now that                       
“19” coded, most superb “Symmetrical Miracle” of all of those “sent Ones” in that Chapter/Sura “7” 
(which consists of those exactly “5” pairs therein), (please, see again “A Breathtaking Miracle 1” 
document before this in this respect now),         
and then this “19” coded, most superb “Symmetrical Miracle” of all of these “sent Ones” in this 
Chapter/Sura “11” (which consists of those exactly “5” pairs herein again!)      
has thus granted us a most astounding, superbly wonderful and absolutely magnificent --perfectly 
complementary--“twin/double” Miracles here again! (=57/28)      
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So now, we should also certainly see here again this most critical and basic Verse (=2/106),                 
in this respect, here thus: 

=======                                                                                                                                                               
106- Whenever We abrogate a “Sign” (=a “Word”) --now, thus on the left side, underneath  
those “19” coded Tables above--                                                                                                                             
or leave it --now, thus on the right side, underneath those “19” coded Tables above--                            
We bring a “better one” than them ” (=khayren minha), or a “similar/same one” as them 
(=methleha)!               
So did you not know that Al-lah is (thus) over all things --here, especially and first of all,               
thus in Mathematical respect-- a best Measurer! (2/106)          
=======  

So as we have already thus clearly witnessed now here again also within this “A Breathtaking 
Miracle 2” document, when our supreme Lord has thus strictly “ abrogated” --now, thus on                    
the left side, underneath those “19” coded Tables here-- that “ousted One” (=i.e. “Pharaoh”),  
He has thus already brought absolutely the “better ones” (=i.e. each one of those “Messengers”) 
than him, on our Table above; and when He has thus lawfully made us “leave” --now, thus on the 
right side, underneath those “19” coded Tables here-- that “noble Ones” (=i.e. “the Sent Ones”),                  
He has thus already brought exactly the “similar/same ones” (=i.e. each one of those 
“Messengers”) on our Table above therein! (So please, also certainly see “A Superb Miracle” 
document, p. 11 now, thus to clearly witness an exactly similar phenomenon (=i.e. an                  
abrogated “Sign” on the left side, and an exempted “Sign” on the right side, underneath those 
“19” coded Tables therein, in the first place!)         
(*And please, then also certainly see “A Marvelous Miracle 2” document, p. 16-18 now, thus to 
have more detailed, fundamental and basic information in these regards, in the first place.)     
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So let us also certainly see here now these related most significant and miraculous Prophecies               
of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon each of them), in this respect,               
here thus: 

*******                   

19- Prophet David said: Open for me --(here thus again specifically “19” coded)-- gates of  
Righteousness; I will enter them and thank God.                         

20- This is --(thus again “19” coded)-- Gate of God; the righteous shall enter through it!                                                               

21- I thank You, (O God), for You have answered me; and You have been for me a Salvation.   

22- The “Stone” despised by the builders (=thus a reference to “Quran” which was sent down                
to prophet Muhammad (pbuh), the honorable ancestor of this “Messenger of the Covenant,”                    
in Literary and Metaphorical sense therein) has become the “CornerStone” (=thus a reference 
here to this “Quran Testament” which is given to this “Messenger of the Covenant,” the long 
awaited and anticipated (Messiah and Mahdee) descendant of prophet David and Muhammad 
(peace be upon both of them) now, as a new Scripture by/from AL-LAH in Mathematical and 
Scientific sense herein.) (So please, also and certainly see again Quran Testament, Introduction 
part in this respect now.)                                          

23- This has been done by God; and it is wondrous in our eyes!         

24- This is the Day (=i.e. Millennium) God has made; let us rejoice and be glad in it.     

25- Please, O God, then --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables above-- save (us) now; 
please, O God, then --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables above-- help (us) now!                

26- Blessed is he (=a reference again to this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” the long 
awaited and anticipated descendant of prophet David and Muhammad; peace be upon both of 
them) who comes (as His promised servant here) under the Name of God; we (=all honorable 
Prophets therein, by their most miraculous Prophecies here, and thus from within their specific 
places on those “19” coded Tables here now) thus bless you from the House of God!                                         

(Psalms 118/19-26)                      

*******            
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1- Prophet David said: O LORD, our Lord, how majestic is Your Name throughout the earth! 
Your --“19” coded-- “Glory ” is sung above the heavens! (So please, also certainly see 
“Universal Magnificent Miracles” document now, in this regard, in the first place!)  

2- (O LORD), from the mouths of little “children” and “infants,” You have built a Fortress 
against Your adversaries --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here, in that lower region--                     
(thus) to silence --on that left side-- the “Enemy,” and --on that right side-- the “Avenger!”                
(So please, see again “A Breathtaking Miracle 1” document, p. 13 now, in this regard, in the  
first place!) 

3- When I look at Your heavens, the creation of Your fingers, the moon and the stars that You 
have thus set in place;  

4- What is a   

“Human”  

that You --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables above, on that left side thus--  
remember him, and the  

“son of Adam”  

that You --(within “A Breathtaking Miracle 1” document, before this) on that right side thus-- 
take care of him?    

5- You have made them a little lower than Angels. But You have crowned them with --so now, 
thus also on those “19” coded Tables here, on that left side such-- “Glory ,” and --on that right            
side such-- “Honor!”            

(Psalms 8/1-5)              
=======     
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*******                                
1- Prophet Muhammad said to those believers around him: So those who are present here now 
must deliver (my Words) to those absent here now. Because those who are present here now  
may thus deliver (my Words) ultimately (=especially in that Last Day/Millennium, at the time of 
coming of his Mahdee descendant, i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here again; 
please, see in this respect now: Quran, A.Imraan 81 = Ahzaab 7-8, and also all those related  
most miraculous Prophecies of prophet Muhammad thereafter, within “A Supernal Miracle” 
document, p. 20-22 now, in the first place) to the one who will thus be “ more capable of 
understanding them”  than those here!           
Then prophet Muhammad thus said therein twice: No doubt;      
Haven't I thus conveyed this message of Allah --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here, 
for/on that left side-- to you!              
Haven't I thus conveyed this message of Allah --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here, 
for/on that right side-- to you!  

(from Bukhari)             
******* 

=======                                 
1- When Prophet Muhammad came to Medina, he found (the Jews) fasting on the day of Ashura 
(i.e. 10th of Muharram). They used to say: This is a great day on which Allah saved --so now, 
thus also on those “19” coded Tables above, within that upper region,  

                          --on that right side-- 

           “Moses”  

and drowned --within that lower region,  

--on that left side-- 

     the folk of “Pharaoh!”  

So Moses observed the fast on this day, as a sign of gratitude to Allah!     
Prophet Muhammad said: I am/will be --(so now, thus through his long awaited and anticipated 
Mahdee descendant, i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here)-- closer to Moses 
than they --(in this most specific respect above now)! So, he observed the fast (on that day) and 
ordered the Muslims to fast on it!  

(from Bukhari) 
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2- Narrated Abu Huraira: Prophet Muhammad used to recite the following in the Morning prayer 
of “Friday/Jumuah” (=i.e. the specific Day of “Gathering” together)                                                           
--so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables above, on that left side & on that right side--                                                                                           

“A”lif (=thus also for                            
“A”braham),  

“L ”am (=thus also for         
 “L ”ot),  

“M ”im (=thus also for   
 “M ”oses),  

Revelation …, and then  

“Has there come upon --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables above again, for/on that                  
left side--  

    “the Human” …   

 

(from Bukhari)            
======= 

**(And we should also certainly remember here that prophet Muhammad (pbuh) by emphasizing 
his prayers specifically for “19” consecutive days, and then by participating specifically in                 
“19” holy wars against those aggressive and hostile pagan Arabs therein (please, see Bukhari) 
has thus bequeathed these two number “19” --for/on the left side & for/on the right side above-- 
to his long awaited and anticipated Mahdee descendant here again, in the first place!)          
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So finally, let us also certainly see now these related most critical and important Verses in the 
Quran Testament, in this respect, here thus:  

==========             
17- For those who are on a “Clear Proof” (=thus a most specific reference here to this                         
“19” coded, “Symmetrical Miracle,” as it is thus also described as a most miraculous                
“Clear-Proof” (=Bayyenatun) here, in the first place: 6/157 = 74/30-31) from their Lord,                      
and a “Witness” (thus sent) from/by Him (=a reference to this long awaited and anticipated 
“Messenger of the Covenant” here now) is thus reciting it (to/for all people); and before it is  
the Scripture of Moses    

 --regarding that left side here--       --regarding that right side here-- 

           as a “Precedent,”                      and a “Mercy;”  

--(so please, see in this respect “A Breathtaking Miracle 1” document, p. 18 now, and then also 
and certainly “The Words of Moses” document, in its entirety, in the first place!)-- they will 
believe in it. And whoever rejects it from amongst the parties, then the Fire is his meeting place. 
So do not be in any doubt about it. It is the “Truth ” (=thus a most specific reference here to this                         
“19” coded, “Symmetrical Miracle” again, as it is thus also described as a most miraculous 
“Truth ” (=al-Haqqe) here, in the first place: 39/23, 41 = 74/30-31) from your Lord, but most 
people (still) do not believe. 

18- And who is more unjust than one who invents lies about Al-lah? They will be brought before 
their Lord, and the witnesses will say (then): These are the ones who lied about their Lord.             
Alas, Al-lah's curse will be upon the unjust! 

19- Those who “block” others from --now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here, on that left 
side-- the path of Al-lah, and they seek --on that right side-- to “twist” it; and regarding the            
Last Epoch (=thus a reference here to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 
here, in the first place, and afterwards also to that eternal Last Epoch in the hereafter; 6/92)                 
they are in denial. 

20- These are the ones who will not escape on earth, and they will not have any allies (to protect 
them) against (the punishment of) Al-lah. The retribution --(if they do not truly repent and thus 
immediately and sincerely return to Al-lah here; 3/88-89 before it may thus be too late then  
here; 4/17-18)-- will be doubled for them. (Because) they could not bear to “hear” --the left side 
of those “19” coded Tables above-- nor could they “see” --the right side! 
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21- They are the ones who have lost themselves, and what they are inventing will abandon them. 

22- There is no doubt, that in the Hereafter they --(if they do not truly repent and thus 
immediately and sincerely return to Al-lah here again; 3/88-89 before it may thus be too late  
then here; 4/17-18)-- will be the greatest losers!  

23- Those who believe and work for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a most specific reference 
here to these “19” coded, “Symmetrical Miracles,” as it is thus also described as (to work 
for/on) the “Righteous Deeds” here, in the first place: 2/25-26 = 74/30-31) and are humble 
towards their Lord; those are the dwellers of Paradise, they will abide therein! 

24- The example of the two groups is like the “blind ” and “deaf” --to the left & the right side                 
of those “19” coded Tables here-- or the “seer” and “hearer” --of the left & the right side!                 
Are they the same when compared? So will you still not take “Commemoration” (=thus a                 
most specific reference here to this “19” coded, “Symmetrical Miracle” again, as it is thus also 
described as a most miraculous “Commemoration” (=Dhekr) here, in the first place:                        
39/23 = 74/30-31)!   

(Quran Testament 11/17-24) 

 

103- In this is a Sign for he who fears the retribution of the Last Epoch (=thus a reference here  
to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here again, in the first place, and 
afterwards also to that eternal Last Epoch in the hereafter; 6/92)! This is a Day to which all the 
people --with regard to that left side of those “19” coded Tables here-- will be gathered, and this 
is a Day which --with regard to that right side of those “19” coded Tables here-- will be 
witnessed!     

104- And We do not delay it except to a term already prepared for.      

105- On the Day it comes, no person will speak except by His leave. Some of them will be 
distraught, some will be happy.         

106- As for those who are distraught, they will be in the Fire; in it for them is --because of their 
such arrogant and ignorant rejection of the left side of those “19” coded Tables here; 22/72--                 
a “sighing,”  and --because of their such arrogant and ignorant rejection of the right side of those             
“19” coded Tables here; 22/72-- a “wailing!”   
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107- They will abide in it for as long as the heavens and the earth endure; except what your Lord 
wishes. Your Lord is Doer of whatever He wills.              

108- As for those who are fortunate (11/23), they will be in Paradise; in it they will abide as long 
as the heavens and the earth endure; except what your Lord wishes -- an everlasting reward!  

(Quran Testament 11/103-108) 

 

120- And all We thus narrate to you from the news of the “sent Ones” (=i.e. “Moses,” and 
“ Isaac,” and “Hod,” and “Saaleh,” … within this most special Chapter 11 now) therewith               
We thus strengthen your heart! For in this has come to you the “Truth ” (=thus a most specific 
reference here to this “19” coded, “Symmetrical Miracle” again, as it is thus also described as a 
most miraculous “Truth ” (=al-Haqqe) here, in the first place: 39/23, 41 = 74/30-31) and so --on 
that left side above, such-- a “Lesson,” and --on that right side, such-- a “Reminder” for the 
believers!   

121- Then say to those who still do not believe: Work according to your deeds (then); we will 
also (thus) be working --for/on that left side of those “19” coded Tables here! 

122- And wait; for we will also (thus) be waiting --for/on that right side of those “19” coded 
Tables here! (=44/10-16 & …) 

123- And to Al-lah belongs the unseen of the heavens and the earth, and the command, all of it,  
is returned to Him. So serve Him --thus also on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now,-- and put your trust in Him --thus also on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here! 
And your Lord is not unaware of what you are working on (10/61)!  

(Quran Testament 11/120-123)           
========== 
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So let Peace and eternal Serenity be again upon all those righteous believers (from among                     
the Jews, Christians, Arabs, and all other Peoples) herein, who --after those hugely significant               
two fundamental miraculous “Awesome” holy Plannings, as we have manifestly witnessed them                   
in our first two most critical documents-- will also hearken thereafter to this thirty-seventh                  
most critical and significant --second-- “BreathTaking” holy Planning herein, in this Final Age,                                                                                   
and so thereafter shall wholeheartedly sit and also work on this, and thus witness and personally 
verify this too, with their own ears and eyes and minds herein, for our own eternal Salvation             
and benefits in the sight of Almighty, forever! (please, also certainly see again now                               
Quran Testament 39/23, 33-35 & 74/26-40 in this regard.) 

 

              Metin/Messenger of the Covenant 

 

 

 

 

 


